Key Centric

Quickly & Cost-Efficiently Add Contact-Free
Mobile Keys to Your Hotel App
Zaplox Key Centric SDK is based on an open architecture that makes it easy
for hotels and developers to add mobile key functionality to their apps in order
to deliver a safe, contact-free guest experience that supports social distancing.
By leveraging Zaplox embedded mobile key, hotels can significantly cut down
the cost and time for implementation.

Keyless, Contact-free Room Access
Zaplox Key Centric SDK enables guests to use their phone to unlock the hotel
room door, thus eliminating the need for plastic cards. Once the check-in is
completed at the front desk, the mobile key is issued and can be accessed via
the guest app. The hotel room door is unlocked by activating the mobile key in
the app and holding the phone against the door’s Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
lock. The guest can also share the key with other guests staying in the same
room.

No PMS Integration
Since Zaplox Key Centric SDK does not require any integration with the PMS
system it can be up and running in no time. In addition, Zaplox offers another
SDK with integration to the PMS for a complete mobile guest journey that
includes mobile check-in-checkout, payment, etc.
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•

Touch-free mobile key – no need
to handle plastic cards

•

Use with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) locks

•

Share key functionality

•

No integration with PMS – fast,
cost-efficient implementation

•

Easy upgrade to mobile check-in
and other mobile services

Interested in adding mobile keys to your guest app?

Key Centric

Zaplox Key Centric SDK is based on an open architecture that
makes it easy for hotels and developers to add mobile key
functionality to their apps in order to deliver a safe, contact-free
guest experience that supports social distancing.
Zaplox Mobile Key
App
Product overview

Enables hotels to
offer a mobile room
key instead of a
plastic key card in
order to create a
safer, contact-free
guest experience.

Zaplox Premium
A turnkey app that
allows hotels to
custom-build a
safe, contact-free
mobile guest journey
with PMS and lock
integration.

Zaplox Key Centric
SDK

Zaplox SDK

Zaplox Kiosk

An open
architecture SDK
that makes it
easy for hotels
and developers
to add mobile key
functionality to their
apps.

The SDK enables
hotels to add mobile
check-in/checkout
with mobile keys to
their existing app with
integration to PMS
and locks.

This 24/7 kiosk
enables hotels to
offer digital check-in/
checkout with the
ability for guests to
encode their own
keycard on arrival and
make payments.
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